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We determine for each of these goals the progress
extranet products have made to date, and discuss the
ongoing trend.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, we introduce our approach to describe
the status quo. We describe the particular goals and
corresponding progress to date in Section 3. Section 4
contains a short conclusion of our discussion.

Access control mechanisms have until now protected relatively static resources in static environments. However
with the increased development in large-scale applications, new forms of access control are starting to emerge.
At this turning point, we face the problem that prior
research does not address the current evolution in the
industry and that there is an increasing gap between
well-investigated areas in research and common practices
in access control products. This paper identifies three 2 Describing the Progress to Date
major goals of ongoing trends, and surveys existing
industrial access control technology to reveal the status Being in an industrial environment, it is difficult to
find publishable, objective evidence for the current
quo.
situation in the market. On the one hand, producers
of access control systems only provide marketing-driven
subjective information about their own products and
1 Introduction
their competitors. On the other hand, competitive or
Extranet access control products protect resources within market analyses of third parties come with extensive
a company’s intranet against unauthorized access from non-disclosure agreements that prevent their excerpt in
the external Internet. In the past, these products have research publications.
Given this situation, we obtain the basis of our
evolved to cater for access control for relatively static
resources in static environments. Initiated by business survey in an unorthodox manner. We use one of the
scenarios from e-commerce and e-banking as well as the latest published quadrant analyses [11] to identify the
increased development in large-scale applications, new current market leaders in the extranet access management
market. We choose Netegrity SiteMinder [9], IBM Tivoli
forms of access control are starting to emerge.
Based on the feedback of IBM Tivoli’s access control Access Manager for e-business [7], Oblix NetPoint [10],
product department, we identify three of the major goals and RSA ClearTrust [13] as representatives for the
that are associated with this trend: dynamical autho- market. We describe the progress to date on the basis of
rization, identity federation, and inclusion of emerging their properties.
message formats.
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• Dynamical authorization refers to the capability of
involving real-time data in the policy evaluation.

Goals and Status Quo

In this section, we present the three goals we identified
• Identity federation means the capability to manage and the corresponding progress to date in the extranet
federations of business partners and to map such access control market.
federations in the exchange and assertion of identity
information.
3.1 Dynamical Authorization
• Emerging message formats e.g. the Security Asser- The goal of dynamical authorization is: Allow dynamical
tion Markup Language (SAML) or Web Services policy evaluation over arbitrary real-time data. Such
(SOAP).
a dynamic access control decision is dependent on the
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power of the policy language and the kinds of Access
To maximize the impact of the rules evaluation,
Decision Information (ADI) involved. We provide an a dynamical retrieval of real-time ADI is necessary.
overview of the three common methods used in access Therefore, the trend towards dynamical authorization
control products:
will support the development of protocols for attribute
exchange and provisioning such as [3, 6, 12].
Static access control matrix: All access control products considered by our analysis provide a format
to define an Access Control Matrix (ACM) [14] 3.2 Identity Federation
containing users, resources and actions. While
The goal of identity federation is: Simplify identity
some products use Access Control Lists (ACLs) to
management in a cross-enterprise environment.
express the matrix, the specification mechanisms of
We consider the following classes of federation:
other products are not powerful enough to specify
all aspects of an ACM. In general, such an ACM is Intra-site single sign-on: We merge two types of single
sign-on (SSO) into this class. We include products
evaluated over static ADI.
that allow SSO within their site or provide inter-site
Context-dependent conditions: Some access control
SSO where each participating site needs to be
products such as the Tivoli Access Manager almanaged by the same access control product. The
low an administrator to attach simple conditions
Tivoli Access Manager [7] belongs to this group,
to protected resources. These conditions evaluate
as this product mainly uses the non-standardized
dynamic ADI, but are restricted in their complexity
e-Community Single Sign-on (eC-SSO) and Crossand to ADI that is strongly related to the context of
Domain Single Sign-on (CDSSO).
the access control decision (e.g. the current time).
Inter-site single sign-on: While Netegrity, Oblix, and
Rules: Netegrity SiteMinder, RSA ClearTrust, and
RSA claim that their products support the Security
Tivoli Access Manager let the administrator specify
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [3] directly
predicates over dynamic ADI. Their implementaas message standard for authentication, the Tivoli
tions differ in the complexity of the rules and the
Access Manager enables integration with several
variety of the ADI types involved. According to
SAML toolkits. In general, the SAML support im[13], RSA ClearTrust’s Smart Rules are based on
plies vendor interoperability and thus the capability
dynamic user profile data, which have to be imof inter-site SSO.
ported in the user database. Netegrity SiteMinder’s
class
eTelligent Rules [9] enable any contextual data Federated Identity Management (FIM): This
exceeds pure SSO by attribute exchange, prito be dynamically included in the authorization
vacy and management capabilities. Currently, no
decision. Tivoli Access Manager [7] also supports
access control product we considered claims to
rules that use dynamic context- or user-dependent
provide such functionality out-of-the-box. Nevdata.
ertheless, Liberty [6] and Shibboleth [2] are two
projects which attempt to define standards which
Discussion: Static access control is a good complement
characterize these types of infrastructures. Recently,
to the dynamic approaches, as it is well-investigated and
several companies jointly published WS-Federation
is typically significantly faster than evaluating rules. It
[8], a federation framework based on Web Service
is advantageous that one can easily predict and audit
technology that is not restricted to SAML assertions
static access control decisions. Still, static access control
or other specific token types.
is not powerful enough to solve all kinds of customer
scenarios.
Rules have the benefit of being dynamic in nature Discussion: Standardized protocols like SAML are
and can react to more real-world authorization scenarios. supported by leading players in the extranet access
They allow administrators to combine various kinds control market. Still, the few federations that are built
of ADI and to formulate complex policies in a few on these technologies only focus on Web-SSO.
statements. While none of the presented access products
Considering the efforts to establish standards and
supports role-based access control (RBAC) out-of-the- industry projects in this area, we believe that federated
box, one can implement RBAC by leveraging rules. identity management is imminent. It is likely that
Nevertheless, utilizing rules and real-time data makes industry players will firstly focus on intra-business fedit hard to obtain a snapshot of the state of the access erations, as there is less complexity involved. Businesscontrol product. It is especially difficult to reproduce to-business scenarios where existing contracts for ”legal”
incorrect decisions of the access control system.
trust can be leveraged may also be of initial interest.
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To implement full Federated Identity Management,
problems in the areas of policy exchange, privacy and
trust still need to be solved. Policies may need to
be compared or converted into other formats retaining
their semantics. Privacy needs to be maintained across
company sites and multiple software components. Trust
relationships need to be defined and formalized. All
the challenges above belong to a common super class:
Federated Policy Management. Currently there are no
solutions emerging from the industry to solve these
issues.

are modular and highly extensible. Their security aspects
are not specified in cryptographic protocol schemes, but
in constraint-based standard documents. In addition,
many of these protocols are zero-footprint, i.e. they
involve a web browser as participating party, which is
not aware of the protocol logic. These aspects hamper
in-depth security analyses and render prior research
analysis methodology somewhat inapplicable.

4

Conclusion

To reach the goals of dynamical authorization, identity
federation and inclusion of emerging message formats,
The section addresses the goal to: Enable extranet access control systems still have a long way to go.
access control products to act as point of contact for In each case, there are open issues that require the
emerging message formats and to provide authentication assistance of research.
and authorization for them.
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